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Government Degree College, Gajwel was established in the year 1997, is one of the most premier Government Institutions in Medak District of Telangana State. It is an educational organization which has been imparting quality education since. The college offers B.A., B.Com, B.Sc., courses with various combinations at UG level. On account of excellent teaching faculty, high quality in higher education and remarkable results as well as ranks in the University Examination, the college was granted PG courses in M.A and M.Com in the academic year 2015-16 by Osmania University.

Gajwel

Gajwel is a town and mandal in the medak district of Telangana. It is located at a distance of 64 kms from the state capital, Hyderabad. Being the constituency represented by Hon’ble Chief Minister of Telangana Sri.K.Chandrashekar Rao, Gajwel has been witnessing a beehive of activities in the recent times.

Gajwel town is connected to Hyderabad through Rajiv National High Way. The famous Saraswathi temple is located at a distance of 12 kms, at Wargal.

WEC & ICC

WEC in the college was constituted in the year 2012 with strength of about 400 girl students, with an initiative to promote gender equality and to strengthen the capabilities of girl students. The WEC has been generating awareness to contribute to the understanding of gender based issues and problems. The WEC also confers a gold medal to the outstanding girl student every year to enhance their academic excellence.

One Day National Seminar

“Gender Sensitization is not about sensitizing women but sensitizing both men and women”

This seminar will have focus on prospects and challenges to gender sensitization in judicial, economical and socio-political spheres of life. The aim and objective of the seminar is primarily to sensitize society towards gender equality.

Objectives of the Seminar:
- To provide a platform to discuss issues and need for gender sensitization.
- To modify the behavior of society towards gender related issues by raising awareness on gender equality.
- To focus on challenges towards gender sensitization in India
- To emphasize on the positive reforms to be initiated to enhance gender sensitization.

Theme of the Seminar:

Gender sensitization in India-

prospects and challenges

Sub-Themes of the Seminar:
- Violence against women and legal status
- Economic empowerment to bridge gender gaps
- Inclusion and political participation of women
- sex ratio and its impact on demography
- Gender sensitization through education
- Gender sensitization in health related issues of women

Call for Papers:

Papers are invited in the areas related to the theme and sub-themes for presentation. Participants are requested to send their abstracts in about 350 words in English typed in MS word, Times New Roman, 12 Font with 1.5 spacing on A4 paper with author affiliation and e-mail id. Selected full length papers (in about 2500 words with key words and references will be published in the form of proceedings with ISBN number. The abstracts and full length papers may be sent to the following mail ids:

wec.gdc@gmail.com
icc.gdcgajwel@gmail.com

Important dates:
Submission of full papers: 07.03.2016
Sakute To Womanhood!!